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FORWARD by Peter Briercliffe (Chairman of Gawsworth Parish Council)
The Parish Council welcome this opportunity to thank those people who have given
their time and energies to produce this Parish Plan for Gawsworth and we commend
its contents to all residents.
The initiative to produce a Parish Plan came under the Government’s scheme to
encourage local planning to be based on an understanding of what the residents of
an area really want.
After a public meeting a volunteer Steering Group came together and designed a
substantial “issues” questionnaire which gave every individual in Gawsworth the
chance to say what they thought about the parish and to put forward ideas for
improvements. Small teams of local people called “Discussion Groups” were then
set up to look at different aspects of parish life that had been highlighted –
social, leisure, traffic, countryside, economic and services. From the work of these
teams the Steering Group were then able to produce the draft plan.
The Plan provides the opportunity for residents to guide the Parish Council,
Politicians, Planners and Service providers in our area with what people want for
their community in the next decade and it lays the foundation for their
development.
The launch of the plan is only the beginning. Residents’ response to the
questionnaire was enthusiastic, highlighting issues that concerned them. It is now
that we need residents with the same enthusiasm to come forward, put their
names forward to the Steering Group and participate in making the projects a
reality.
Our thanks go to Noel Skelton as Chairman and all members of his committee for
their hard work and efforts in producing the plan and especially to Carole
Townshend who produced all the records and drafts of the meetings and kept
everyone on target.

LARGE TEXT: Pages 9 to 21 can be supplied in large type if required
Contact Carole Townshend on 01260 224451
© Copyright 2008 of Gawsworth Parish Plan Steering Group. No unauthorised
reproduction

THE PARISH OF GAWSWORTH

The parish of Gawsworth is the second largest parish in Cheshire but only has a small population.
Its eastern boundary of Gawsworth Common is 370 metres above sea-level. The western boundary
stretches across undulating hummocky countryside, extending into the Cheshire Plain. Much of
Gawsworth comprises agricultural land, predominantly grass and pasture for dairy cattle, along with
some sheep. The two main population areas are the area known locally as the village and the area
adjacent to the Rising Sun Inn.

HISTORY

The first knowledge we have of Gawsworth is of it being the home of feudal knights and warriors.
It came into the hands of Randle, Earl of Chester in the eleventh century, passing to the De
Orreby family. In 1316 Isabel De Orreby (heiress) married Thomas Fytton of Bollin and the estate
stayed in the family until the mid seventeenth century when it passed to a nephew, the 1st Earl of
Macclesfield. On the death of the 3rd Earl of Macclesfield there were no male heirs which led to
the famous duel of 1712 between Lord Mohun and the Duke of Hamilton (whose wives ere the coheiresses). In 1720 the estate passed to the Earls of Harrington and remained in their possession
until the early twentieth century when the estate was sole. The Hall and surrounding land were
sold to the De Ferranti family and then to the Richards.
In 1936 and 1955 parts of the parish were transferred to Macclesfield.
Gawsworth now includes houses in Danes Moss, Dighills, Gawsmoor Hill, High Lane, Moss Houses,
Shellow, Tidnock, Walkers Heath, Warren, Whitemoor and Woodhouse End.

GAWSWORTH HALL

Gawsworth Hall is an ancient manor house dating back to the thirteenth century. Around 1480, the
original Norman house was rebuilt using much of the
early timbers. The original license for the chapel
within the hall still exists, dated 1365, making it one of
the earliest private chapels in Cheshire. Here lived
Mary Fitton, the supposed ‘Dark Lady’ of
Shakespeare’s sonnets. The house, with its fine
pictures and furniture, is now the home of the
Richards family.
Much of the building was destroyed, or fell into decay
early in the eighteenth century. What remains,
however, is of great beauty and significance with
elaborate timberwork. The Hall is
Grade I listed, while the grounds have Monument status within the Gawsworth Conservation Area.
The summer “Open Air Theatre” in the grounds provides a comprehensive range of entertainment
for visitors from all over the world.

TILTING GROUND: Within the grounds of
Gawsworth Hall, surrounded by a high coped brick wall,
earthworks are clearly visible. This is all that remains of
a Tudor pleasure garden constructed in the 1590’s by Sir
Edward Fitton hoping for a royal visit.
POOLS: The pools are considered to be part of the

great garden scheme of the 1590’s, and no double served
as fishponds for the Manor. Now they afford beauty
and charm, along with Gawsworth Hall and the church of
St James the Great to the parish of Gawsworth.

NEW HALL

The New Hall was built by Lord Mohun in the early eighteenth century. It lay uninhabited for some
time in the nineteenth century and has had a variety of tenants throughout its life. Recently it was
converted into apartments, which are now fully occupied and very desirable.
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GAWSWORTH CHURCHES

There are two religious communities in the parish, Anglican and Methodist, who work closely
together and share worship and witness on various occasions

JAMES THE GREAT CHURCH

METHODIST CHURCH

The church and churchyard is situated in a
splendid setting on the site of an earlier
Norman Chapel and is a beautiful and
unique piece of our parish history.
The walls of the nave were built of
limestone in 1430 and the chancel and
tower of pink sandstone in 1480.
The roofs are also five hundred years old.
The nave roof, unique in the Diocese, is of
a barrel beam design, with traces of its
original brilliant colouring and gilding still
visible. The chancel roof is of a chamber
beam construction with rare panelled
sections and tie beams. The font, with its
octagonal basin, is an original 15th century
work and has a splendid carved and gilded
font cover.
In 1893 the choir screen was erected to
replace a similar medieval one. The cross
and figure standing above the screen was
added in 1978. The chancel windows have
fragments of ancient glass. The tombs of
four generations of the Fytton family
stand on each side of the altar, the oldest
dating back to 1606.
Outside the church, the 15th century tower
is 103 feet high, with wonderful views of
the Cheshire plain. There are many
excellent window corbels, drip stones,
shields of arms and gargoyles. The
churchyard stone cross in front of the
south porch is of the same date as the
church and has carvings of animals
representing the expulsion of evil spirits.

This is a one hundred and twenty year old
building, standing at the village cross
roads, serving both the local village and
the outlying farming communities,
Within the last two years, members have
worked hard to raise funds for the new
‘Methodist Community Hall’.
This is a much needed resource for the
whole parish. Weekly parish coffee
mornings are held here in aid of various
charities, as well as a weekly art class and
yoga session.
The activities run by the church are ~
• weekly toddler group
• flourishing Girls Brigade
• meeting for older ladies
• Bible study group
• monthly luncheon club
• holiday clubs
The hall is available for hire with its
modern kitchen and PowerPoint facilities.
It is used by the whole community for
parties, quiz nights and seminars.
The congregation consist of people from
most age groups and they meet every
Sunday morning.
At a monthly parade service the Girls
Brigade, with their parents help to fill the
small sanctuary.
Baptisms and marriages are solemnised on
request and a retired Methodist minister
cares for the church and its people.
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SAXON CROSS: The plinth and base of the Saxon cross situated at the junction of
Church Lane and Woodhouse Lane is a well loved focal point in the village.

POLICE COTTAGE: This is across the

road from the old post office at the main
cross roads and next door to the Methodist
chapel. It was at one time the local
policeman’s residence but is now a private
dwelling and part of Gawsworth’s heritage
.

OLD POST OFFICE: Is situated at the main cross roads. Before it was rendered it was
painted black and white with a door situated more centrally.

OLD SCHOOL HOUSE: This is the white building on your left

as you enter Church lane from the main cross roads. This was once
our local primary school and now a private residence.

DANE’S MOSS: A Site of Special Scientific Interest, is one of the few remaining lowland
peat bogs. It is now a nature reserve, surrounded by a woodland fringe. Characteristic bog
plants include sphagnum mosses, cotton grass and cross-leaved heath. Nine species of
dragonfly and damselfly have been recorded on the reserve along with the green hairstreak
butterfly.

MOUNT FARM PONDS: 0.2 acres comprising 5 small ponds with grassland banks. pond
sedge, marsh-bedstraw and marsh cinquefoil can be seen amongst the vegetation rafts on the
two southerly ponds.
GAWSWORTH COMMON: Provides an area of rough grazing, its scenery verging on the

typical Moore land type found in the higher grit stone area between Macclesfield and Buxton.

WOODLAND: The most extensive areas of woodland occur

just outside the parish on the Pennine foothills, these being
areas less suited for grazing. Small areas of mixed woodland
can also be found in Gawsworth itself and along the stream
beds. The most famous in our parish is the National Trust
property of Maggoty wood where the infamous ‘Lord Flame’
(Samuel Johnson 1691-1773) has his final resting place,
designated as a historic monument. The trees are mainly
deciduous with bluebells in season.
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GENERAL POINTS OF INTEREST: Bed and breakfast is

available and there are interesting pubs, garden centres and fishing
facilities within the parish. Macclesfield Canal runs through part of
Gawsworth close, to Fools Nook public
house.
A significant feature of this part of
the parish is the turntable road
across the canal giving access to and from the main
Macclesfield to Leek road. There is evidence of Neolithic
activity at the Woodhouse Lane End Beaker barrow.

VILLAGE HALL, SCOUT HUT AND PLAYGROUND: These are central parts of the

community where everyone can meet and socialise. There are
also meeting rooms attached to both the Methodist Chapel and
St James the Great parish church. All three, along with the
primary school hall are popular venues for parish events and
entertainment. Dedicated volunteers on committees for these
venues maintain and run them for the benefit of the
community.

PRIMARY SCHOOL: There is an excellent primary school centrally in the

village. The catchment area is predominantly outside Gawsworth parish which
results in many parents using cars to take their children to school. This
causes a bottleneck by the village shop at drop off and pick up times, with
great inconvenience and danger to pedestrians, as there are no adequate
parking facilities for either cars or coaches. There is also an after school play
group which cares for children until 6.00pm in the Village Hall, a pre-school
play group in the Scout Hut and a Toddlers Group meeting weekly at the
Methodist Hall.

FOOTPATHS, CYCLE WAYS AND
BRIDLEWAYS: There are several footpaths,

cycle ways, bridleways and canal towpaths that
can be followed using a comprehensive parish map
available at the village shop/post office. Some of
these need urgent maintenance to paths, hedges,
verges and stiles. There is currently no access
for the disabled, which needs addressing.
Residents would like to see more footpaths, cycle
ways and bridleways with better interconnection
covering the whole of the parish. Currently, the
only way to cycle to Macclesfield is along a very
busy and dangerous road. Residents would like to see a safer, greener route created which
might also help to link the village to houses at the Rising Sun.
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VILLAGE SHOP/POST OFFICE: Situated near the

primary school, this is a vital part of parish life and essential
to the pensioners in the parish who rely on it for their every
day shopping needs, pensions etc. It is currently at risk as
the owner wants to sell and cannot find a buyer to run the
shop.

TRANSPORT: Public transport is vital for those residents without cars, but it is rather
infrequent. There is a poorly advertised, once a week, rural bus service. Car use is
necessarily high in the parish.
FACILITIES: Residents must travel out of the parish for health service, banks, shops,

central government and local authority administration offices, most sports and leisure
facilities, theatre and cinema. The nearest shopping centres are Macclesfield and Congleton,
being approximately four to five miles away respectively, which provide the usual small town
specialist shops, supermarkets, banks, pharmacies, greengrocers, butchers, takeaways,
secondary schools, college, further education, clubs and pubs.
There are several clubs and associations such as Mothers’ Union, Methodist Ladies Circle and
Women’s Institute; gardening, bridge, yoga for over 60’s, ramblers, whist, church choir,
Thursday Club, bell ringers, watercolour lessons and Bible study.
There are few facilities for the younger generation within the parish and they are keen for
youth club facilities to be set up. Run by a stalwart band of volunteers, there are Beavers,
Cub Scouts, Scouts and Girls’ Brigade which are well supported and enjoyed.

PARISH AND VILLAGE MAGAZINE: There is a thriving magazine which currently goes
out to about 300 households. The editor is always looking for new items to make the magazine
more interesting and appealing to the wider community.
COMMUNITY AND SOCIAL EVENTS:

St James the Great, the Methodist Chapel and the primary
school all hold fundraising events in the parish. There are
also visits from the Rural Touring Theatre and the occasional
dance or musical
entertainment in the village
hall. Some events are well
attended but a majority are
poorly attended, or
attended by the same core people, which make running
community and social events a risky business. Why this is
the case, needs to be investigated in order to foster a
better community spirit.

GREEN BELT, CONSERVATION AND ENVIRONMENT: All of the people living in the

parish are here because of the historic, rural, quiet, secure feel of the parish and would not
wish this to change. They are concerned to preserve its identity and NOT see it merged with
Macclesfield.
Conservation and environmental issues are high on their agenda, with a wish to preserve the
historic nature of the parish and the surrounding wildlife, flora, fauna and Sites of Special
Scientific Interest.
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AFFORDABLE HOUSING: A few people wish more affordable housing to be built, but

the majority (84%) opposed the suggestion. This is a contentious issue, as there has
been a considerable increase in housing development in the village area in the last 40 to
50 years. Council houses were available at one time, but a number of these have been
sold to private ownership. If more housing were to be considered, it may be possible for
them to be part owned by the Parish Council and ring-fenced to keep it affordable for
young families.

YOUNG PEOPLE: There are facilities in the park for the very young which have

recently been upgraded. However, there is a serious lack of facilities for those children
over eight years and teenagers. This is made worse because of the need for transport
into Macclesfield or Congleton to reach any form of facility or entertainment.

NUMBER OF HOUSES
IN GAWSWORTH

Approximately 740

Map printed by kind permission of Gawsworth Parish Council
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HOW THE PARISH PLAN DEVELOPED
Inaugural Meeting: At a special Gawsworth Parish Council meeting held on 27th June 2006
members of the parish were asked to volunteer to form a Parish Plan Steering Group and work
closely with the Parish Council, Macclesfield Borough Council and Cheshire Community Council
to research, develop and implement a Parish Plan for Gawsworth. At this meeting eighteen
volunteers were elected onto the Steering Group, and Noel Skelton elected as Chairman,
Diane Koyich as Deputy Chair, Carole Townshend as Secretary and Brian Longson as Treasurer.
Meetings: Were held to discuss the best way to approach and engage the community and
decide on the content and format of a questionnaire.
Open Evenings: On Friday 8th September 2006 and Monday 18th September 2006, two Open
Evenings were held and went very well. Approximately 140 members of the community turned
out and were very helpful with their comments and discussions. All comments left on the flip
charts, in the suggestion boxes (that had been strategically placed around the parish) and
collected by the Steering Group from conversations with members of the community were
collated and used as a basis for the content of the questionnaire.
The questionnaire: Was delivered on 21st April 2007to all 750 households in the parish along
with stamped addressed envelopes for their return. The Steering Group received 255 (34%)
returns and, after the groups had collated the responses, an Open Day was held to fully
inform residents of the results and suggestions.
Four main discussion groups with additional volunteers were formed and went to the next
phase to debate all issues thoroughly and create short, medium and long term action plans.
These plans were to form the basis of the Gawsworth Parish Plan document.
Several Steering Group meetings were held to fine tune and iron out inconsistencies that
arose during the collation of the feedback. It was agreed by the Steering Group members
that Noël Skelton and Carole Townshend would produce the supporting text and appendices
for the document and Tom Tuke would assist in designing the format and supply supporting
photographs of the parish.
A Steering Group meeting was held to endorse the final draft before publication.
The Gawsworth Parish Plan document was launched at a parish event in May 2008 and copies
were circulated to every resident in the community.
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WHERE DO WE HOPE TO BE IN THE NEXT 5 TO 10 YEARS?
•
•
•

A community that protects the natural beauty of the parish and the environment
A parish that enjoys a quiet, safe, secure and healthy way of life
A parish with a good community spirit and one that provides support and amenities for all
age groups

As the traditional rural industry of agriculture faces massive change and insecurity, the
community must be outward looking and find brave new diverse ways to sustain the
economic viability of the area and maintain our treasured farming community and parish
identity.

Main concerns

Road Safety
Foot Paths
Facilities for young people
Conservation/ Environment

School Parking
Village Hall
Village Shop
Wildlife

The Gawsworth Parish Plan document is based on the main concerns expressed by
residents through the questionnaire, as illustrated by the bar chart below. There were
other issues that were given lower priority due to the response received.
Some projects may be funded by Cheshire County Council, Macclesfield Borough Council,
and Gawsworth Parish Council, the Lottery Fund or other funding sources. However, a
considerable amount of volunteer fundraising will be required to match funding offered
and to achieve the objectives as set out in the action plans. The success of the Parish
Plan is wholly dependent on voluntary participation of members of the community.

Most Popular Responses (>50%)
100
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0
Response

Do you consider the local public houses a valuable resource?

If available, would you use Broadband in your home?

Does Gawsworth need to build one multi-purpose hall?

If the halls were to be rebuilt would you like them sited on present site?

Extend the no-overtaking white line on the A536 Main Road

Reduce speed limits to the parish boundaries on the A536

Speed Cameras on the A536

Increase the visibilty at the Gawsworth Crossroads

Traffic Lights at the Gawsworth Crossroads

Move bus stops and provide lay-by at Gawsworth Crossroads

Would Gawsworth benefit from a green corridor to Macclesfield

Investigate creation of complete circuit of footpaths

Planting of bulbs + wild flowers into verges / suitable areas

Encourage residents to maintain hedges and verges

Which aspects of heritage are most important? Historical Buildings

Which aspects of heritage are most important? Woodlands
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GAWSWORTH COMMUNITY VISION
Community and Social
Overall Aim: To provide more activities and social events, and encourage a better
sense of community spirit and wellbeing in the parish.
Possible solutions:
• Create a social committee to plan more community events/ clubs/ leisure facilities
and encourage a better community spirit and involvement
• Encourage use of Gawsworth Parish and Village News as a vehicle to pass on village
and Parish Council news
• Liaise with the community regarding the Gawsworth website with the aim of
increasing use
• Liaise with the village shop proprietor regarding its viability and facilitate a
meeting of stakeholders to investigate the various options available, in order to
ensure that Gawsworth retains a village shop
• Liaise with the Parish Council to increase its accessibility and accountability
• Investigate the need for lighting for safety in certain areas and negotiate with
the Parish Council where a need is highlighted
• Liaise with a police representative to discuss the feasibility of having an
increased police presence in Gawsworth
• Advertise for a volunteers to take on the responsibility of producing a Gawsworth
book of photographs/ history for sale
Village Hall / Scout Hut /
Meeting Rooms
Aim: To establish effective spaces and facilities
to suit the needs of all groups in Gawsworth.
These needs are currently not met by the
existing village Hall, scout hut, church and chapel
meeting rooms

Possible solutions
• Ensure that the Parish Council is aware of residents’ wishes for better facilities,
as expressed in the questionnaire responses
• Publicise the decision making process as it evolves to ensure that all parties
understand all the issues involved
• Explore sources of funding to improve the facilities
Affordable Housing
Aim: Gawsworth residents to have a say in whether new housing is built in Gawsworth
and, if it is to be built, what type of new housing and where it might be built. The
majority (64%) of residents who completed the questionnaire want no new housing to
be built.
Possible solutions:
• Ensure that the Parish Council and Macclesfield Borough Council know the views of
Gawsworth residents.
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Rural Economy
Aim: Investigate ways to encourage and support diversification and local small
business initiatives.
Possible solutions:
• Investigate the provision of a monthly farmers’ market at a venue central to the
parish
• Investigate the possibility of providing an opportunity to show and sell arts and
crafts produced by residents
• Establish a directory of local services
• Investigate the provision of better, more reliable IT links
Transport, Highways, Minor roads,
Lanes, Pavements, Cycle ways and
Bridleways
Overall Aim: To improve the safety of all
our roads and pavements for the benefit of
all road users and pedestrians.
The main road cuts Gawsworth in half,
making certain parts of the road extremely
dangerous. The black spots run from its
junction with Lowes Lane, through the
village to the Harrington junction and again
at High Lane, the crossroads being the
worst. Gawsworth is also used by surrounding communities for recreational purposes,
the nature and the increased use of the minor roads is such that they are becoming
dangerous.
Possible solutions:
• Identify ways to improve safety at the crossroads and on the main road
• Investigate ways of ensuring motorist compliance with speed limits
• Find ways to improve safety for pedestrians, cyclists, horse riders and motorists
on minor roads and lanes
• Investigate the need and support for lighting on the main road and specific areas
throughout the parish, along with the type that would be most acceptable
(environmentally sustainable and avoiding light pollution)
• Enforce planning laws regarding vehicle parking and use of minor roads
• Look into the feasibility of providing a footpath on Dark Lane for the residents
• Liaise with Cheshire County Council and the Parish Council to set in place a plan
for regular maintenance of verges, hedges and pavements
• Create and publish a complaints form, guidance notes and contact list and make
available via the Parish Council website, village shop, parish hall or by post on
application
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School Safety
Aim: To resolve the congestion/ safety issues caused by school parking in the
morning and afternoon on Longbutts Lane and Woodhouse Lane
Possible solutions:
• Create an action group to investigate ways to resolve the parking situation on
Longbutts Lane and Woodhouse Lane
• Facilitate discussions with all groups concerned and ensure that all views are
heard, influence is felt and action taken
• Actively support, develop and improve alternative ways for children to get to
school, such as an improved school bus service or by encouraging walking
• Seek ways to improve the public transport for residents without cars and for
secondary school children
• Investigate the provision of an effective and safe car parking facility for all
those using the school
Footpaths, Cycle Ways, Bridleways
Aim: To provide all walkers, cyclists and horse riders with a safe network of
footpaths, cycle ways and bridleways in the parish. Gawsworth is a favourite
recreation area for not only its own community but members of the surrounding wider
community and there is a growing need to ensure that the facilities are better
maintained and interconnected.

Possible solutions:
• Investigate the feasibility of creating a green corridor between Gawsworth and
Macclesfield, to provide a safe and friendly environment for pedestrians and
cyclists and to link the two halves of our community
• Liaise with the Parish Council to establish and agree a programme of regular
maintenance for existing footpaths
• Address safety issues for residents wishing to access their houses on foot along
Dark Lane
• Liaise with the Parish Council to improve and extend the existing footpaths and
bridleways, incorporating old un-used ones to form a circular network
• Liaise with the Parish Council to install dog gates to all stiles in the parish where
necessary
• Investigate the provision of increased wheelchair access to appropriate footpaths
and cycle ways
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Wildlife, Conservation, SSI and Environment

Overall Aim: To preserve the
greenbelt, rural and historic feel as an
important part of the parish
character. Improve and conserve the
wildlife areas and Sites of Special
Scientific Interest in
our parish.

Possible solutions:
Liaise with residents to protect and improve gardens for wildlife and habitat by
increasing awareness and providing guidance and education
• Create a group with volunteers to protect and improve conservation areas in the
parish by increasing awareness and motivation
• Ensure that the Parish Council, Macclesfield Borough Council and the community
preserve the greenbelt and protect/ improve both the rural appearance and
historic heritage of the parish.
• Create a plan for regular and yearly cleaning up of litter
• Monitor the closing down of the landfill site and its cleanup, ensuring that there
are no plans to set up another in Gawsworth. Look into the feasibility of making
and maintaining Danes Moss landfill as a country park
• Encourage the local farming community to use wildlife friendly farming
techniques, hedge and verge conservation and bird habitat provision by helping
them to access the subsidies available.
• Encourage the community and the Parish Council to take advantage of the
Macclesfield Borough Council free tree planting scheme, and to leave some trees
to grow naturally in the hedgerows
• Investigate ways to increase the use of renewable energy in the parish and
reduce our CO2 footprint by becoming more energy efficient
• Investigate the need for the provision of allotments at Moss Terrace and the
wider community and liaise with the Parish Council for the setting up of an
allotment society/ club and provision of land.
• Monitor and seek improvements to the recycling process
Young People (under 18 years of age)
Aim: To assess the recent park improvements by seeking feedback from the
community. Look into ways of providing better facilities for the older children and
teenagers who feel that their views were not taken into consideration when updating
the park
Possible solutions:
• Find ways to provide more events and activities for young people in the parish
• Find and provide a suitable safe shelter for young people to use in the park area
• Investigate and provide suitable, safe equipment for the over 12 year olds
•
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ACTION PLAN TABLE
Primary Concern

Possible
Solutions
COMMUNITY AND SOCIAL
Improvement of
Increase and
community spirit diversify the range
of social activities
available in the
parish.
Increase the
support and
participation given
to existing social
activities.
Preservation of
village shop

Effective
communication
of news and
information

Improved village
hall and scout
hut facilities

Housing

Implement
measures to try to
ensure that the
parish retains the
facilities of a
general shop in the
village of
Gawsworth.
Develop better
ways of
communication by:
• Increased use
of the
Gawsworth
Parish and
Village News
• Better use of
the two websites
• Encouraging
PC to be more
open and
accountable
Establish effective
space/s and
facilities to suit the
needs of all groups
in Gawsworth.

Ensure that
parishioners have
a say in future
housing and
planning policy

Leading Group/ Partners/
Funding Sources

Action

Timescale

Gawsworth Parish Plan
Steering Group (GPPSG)
Parish Council (PC)
Parish groups and hall/
room owners
Volunteers

• Social Committee to be established by
GPPSG from volunteers to:
¾ Canvas opinion on how current
events could be better supported and
their scope widened
¾ Ensure new and existing events are
more widely publicised
¾ Liaise with existing groups regarding
facilities
¾ Encourage communication and
increased group co-operation
• Review and monitor
• Recommendations / proposals/
suggestions given in questionnaire to be
fed back to current shop owner
• Hold a meeting to consider if volunteers
who have expressed an interest are
prepared to invest finances and / or time
into a community project
• Review and monitor
• PCC to encourage greater circulation of
magazine by seeking out additional
material of more general appeal
• PC to use the magazine, notice boards
and websites to keep residents better
informed
• Inform current web masters regarding
feedback from the questionnaire on the
web-sites and liaise with them to
improve the sites
• Review and monitor

Short

GPPSG
PC
Proprietor
Volunteers

GPPSG
PC
Parochial Church Council
(PCC)
Parish News editors
Website owners

GPPSG
PC
Village Hall Committee
Scouts
John Upton Charity (JUC)
Other sources of funding

GPPSG
PC
Macclesfield Borough
Council (MBC)
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• Pass on the views of parishioners about
existing and desired facilities to the
Village Hall Committee and PC
• Ensure that they take note of them in
their decision-making processes
• Publicise the process of decision-making
so that residents understand the reasons
for decisions
• Explore sources of funding for a new
village hall
• Review and monitor
• Pass viewpoints expressed in
questionnaire on to PC and MBC
• Review and monitor

Medium
Ongoing
Short
Medium

Short
Short
Medium

Short

Short/
Medium
Medium/
Long
Ongoing

Primary Concern
Improving parish
economy

Possible
Solutions
Encourage
parishioners to
access and
support local
services
Encourage local
economic and
business
diversification

Leading Group/ Partners/
Funding Sources
GPPSG
PC
Farmers market organisers.
Residents
Local businesses

Action

• Establish a directory of services
available in the parish to be on sale in
the Village Shop and keep regularly
updated
• Explore feasibility of working with the
existing farmers market to:
¾ Provide parishioners with an
opportunity to show and sell their
own Arts and Crafts
¾ Explore opportunities for a farmers
market to be held in a central venue
or develop a better transport system
to enable more residents to access
the market
• Review and monitor
Ensuring
Review lighting in
GPPSG
• Carry out a survey of lighting in the
personal safety
the parish to
PC
parish to identify areas where additional
improve safety
lighting might improve safety and
whether parishioners want lighting in the
areas identified
• Request that PC explores feasibility of
providing suitable lighting in the areas
identified.
• Review and monitor
Accessible and
Increase the
GPPSG
• Provide parishioners with a telephone
efficient local
accessibility of
PC
number and email address for contacting
policing
police services to
Police
the police and:
parishioners
¾ Publicise it in the parish magazine
and on notice-board
¾ Encourage residents to log nonresponse from police and inform PC
• Invite police to meet GPPSG to discuss
the concerns expressed by parishioners
and possible solutions to increase police
presence in Gawsworth
• Parish Council to work with police on all
concerns raised by residents
• Review and monitor
TRANSPORT, HIGHWAYS, MINOR ROADS, LANES, PAVEMENTS, CYCLE WAYS, BRIDLEWAYS
Main road and
Identify ways to
GPPSG
• Action Group to be created by GPPSG
crossroads
improve safety at
PC
from volunteers to:
safety
the crossroads and Cheshire County Council
¾ Summarise the questionnaire
on the main road
Highways (CCCH)
responses and suggestions in an
and pavements
MBC
easy to read format, then submit it
Fire Service (FS)
with a covering letter to the
Residents
appropriate authorities
THINK
¾ Request regular update reports and
roSPA
actively pursue a satisfactory
BRAKE
resolution
¾ Co-ordinate submission with that of
the minor roads/lanes action group
and school parking action group
• Review and monitor
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Timescale
Short/
Medium and
Ongoing
Short/
Medium

Short

Medium

Short

Medium

Ongoing
Short

Ongoing

Primary Concern
Minor road and
lanes safety

School parking

Possible
Solutions
Find ways to
improve safety for
pedestrians,
cyclists, horse
riders and
motorists on minor
roads, lanes and
pavements

Find ways to
resolve the
congestion /safety
issues caused by
school parking in
the morning and
afternoon on
Longbutts Lane
and Woodhouse
Lane

Leading Group/ Partners/
Funding Sources
GPPSG
PC
CCCH
MBC
FS
Residents
Ambulance Service (AS)
Farmers
Business representatives
and residents
National Trust (NT)

GPPSG
PC
CCCH
MBC
FS
Residents
AS
School/ PTA/ School
Governors
Village Shop
Residents
Disability advocate
Other sources of funding
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Action

Timescale

• Action Group to be created by GPPSG
from volunteers to:
¾ Summarise the questionnaire
responses and suggestions in an
easy to read format, then submit it
with a covering letter to the
appropriate authorities and
stakeholders
¾ Request regular update reports and
actively pursue a satisfactory
resolution
¾ Develop a contact list, identifying
contacts, e-mail addresses,
telephone numbers etc for all
relevant authorities
¾ Create a complaints form template
with guidance notes, which should be
attached to the above contact list for
use by residents
¾ Publish the contact list /complaints
form template and make available via
the Parish Council website, village
shop, village hall or by post on
application
¾ Co-ordinate submission with that of
the main road/crossroads and school
parking action groups
¾ Review and monitor
• Create Action Group from volunteers
and stakeholders to:
¾ Summarise the questionnaire
responses and suggestions in an
easy to read format, then submit it
with a covering letter to the
appropriate authorities and
stakeholders
¾ Hold an initial meeting with all
concerned groups to discuss options
¾ Work with all concerned groups to
ensure that all views are heard,
influence is felt and action taken
¾ Liaise with the ‘Green Corridor’ action
group
¾ Actively support the development and
publicising of alternative ways for
children to get to school (cycle path,
school bus, walking bus) as part of
the solution
¾ Review and monitor

Short

Medium

Ongoing
Short

Medium

Ongoing

Primary Concern
School bus
service

Public transport
and bus services

Safety of cyclists
and pedestrians
on the main road
(Green Corridor)

Possible
Solutions
Improve the school
bus service

Seek ways of
improving public
transport for
residents without
cars and for
secondary school
children

Investigate the
feasibility of
creating a green
corridor between
Gawsworth and
Macclesfield, to
provide a safe and
friendly
environment for
pedestrians and
cyclists

Leading Group/ Partners/
Funding Sources
PC
School/ PTA
School Bus Company(ies)/
MBC/ CCC
Parents
Disability advocate

PC
MBC
Bus companies
Residents
Disability advocate

GPPSG
PC
MBC
CCC
School/ PTA
Residents
Disability advocate
SUSTRANS
Environmental advisors
such as SSSI
Landowners
National footpath
organisations
Countryside environmental
groups
Other sources of funding
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Action

Timescale

• Create Action Group from volunteers
and stakeholders to:
¾ Summarise the questionnaire
responses and suggestions in an
easy to read format, then submit it
with a covering letter to the
appropriate authorities and
stakeholders
¾ Actively support the development and
publicising of alternative ways for
children to get to school and promote
the school bus service as one of the
major ways, if it was improved
¾ Review and monitor
• Create Action Group from volunteers
and stakeholders to:
¾ Summarise the questionnaire
responses and suggestions in an
easy to read format, then submit it
with a covering letter to the
appropriate authorities and
stakeholders
¾ Better publicise all bus services and
contact details by notices, posters
and magazine articles
¾ Actively support the increased use of
public transport for environmental
reasons and to keep the service alive
¾ Review and monitor

Short

• Create Action Group from volunteers
and stakeholders to:
¾ Summarise the questionnaire
responses and suggestions in an
easy to read format, then submit it
with a covering letter to the
appropriate authorities
¾ Contact MBC Planning Department
to discuss the creation of the corridor
¾ Announce in a public statement that
GPPSG actively support the
development of a ‘Green Corridor’ as
a cycleway/ pedestrian walkway, as
an alternative for children to get to
school, for residents to commute or
go shopping and for recreational use
by the community as a whole
¾ Hold an initial meeting to discuss all
options for the “Green Corridor” and
begin the process of contacting
stakeholders

Medium

Ongoing
Short

Short/
Medium
Ongoing
Short

Primary Concern

Possible
Solutions

Leading Group/ Partners/
Funding Sources

Continuation of
safety of cyclists
and pedestrians
on the main road
(Green Corridor)

Pavement
maintenance and
safety

Safety for
pedestrians on
Dark Lane

Establish and
agree a
programme of
regular
maintenance for
existing pavements

Address safety
issues for
residents wishing
to access their
houses on foot
along Dark Lane

GPPSG
PC
MBC
CCC
Landowners/ Farmers

GPPSG
PC
MBC
CCC
Residents
Landowners

Action

Timescale

Continued on next page…
• Create a Task Force with
representatives from all groups and
members of the aforesaid Action Group
to:
¾ Research how other communities
dealt with similar projects and what
obstacles, if any, they encountered
¾ Work with CCC, PC, MBC and
representatives from School/PTA and
other authorities and organisations,
making sure that residents’ views are
heard, influence felt and action taken
¾ Take into consideration the planned
closure and re-landscaping of the
landfill site, as this represents a
unique opportunity to include
residents’ needs in the overall
planned development
¾ Review and monitor
• Summarise the issues raised in the
questionnaire and open day and submit
it, with a covering letter, to the
appropriate authorities
• Hold a meeting with the authorities to
establish and agree a regular
maintenance programme for all existing
pavements ensuring that:
¾ Hedges are cut and overgrown
verges are cut back and maintained
so that pedestrians, mothers with
pushchairs and wheelchair users can
use the pavements easily and safely
¾ Improve pavements where necessary
by addressing width, surface holes,
and accessibility for
pushchairs/wheelchairs
¾ Ensure that wildlife and
environmental considerations are
taken into consideration
¾ Review and monitor

Short/
Medium

• Work with appropriate authorities,
residents and landowners to agree and
establish a safe solution to the problem
of safely accessing houses on foot along
Dark Lane
• Decide in advance how to follow-up if
strategy and/or contacts do not result in
any action towards improvement
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Ongoing
Short

Medium

Ongoing
Short

Medium/
Long

Primary Concern

Possible
Solutions
Improve and
extend the existing
footpaths and
bridleways,
incorporating old
unused ones to
form a circular
network

Leading Group/ Partners/ Action
Funding Sources
Safety for
GPPSG
• Create Action Group from volunteers
walkers and
PC
and stakeholders to:
riders on
MBC
¾ Identify candidate paths, and
footpaths and
CCC
prioritise on the basis of likely use
bridleways with
Residents/ consumer
¾ Identify candidate bridleways, and
an improved
groups
prioritise on the basis of likely use
network
Disability advocate
¾ Develop and gain agreement to an
Landowners
overall plan
CCC Winsford – Richard
¾ Work with appropriate authorities,
Ankers (public rights of way
landowners and consumer groups on
officer)
a individual path and bridleway basis
Other sources of funding
¾ Review and monitor
CONSERVATION, GREENBELT, SITES OF SPECIAL SCIENTIFIC INTEREST, ENVIRONMENT, HERITAGE
Litter
Improve the
GPPSG
• Create a Litter Picking Action Group
management
appearance of the MBC: Waste Management
from volunteers to:
parish by
Team
¾ Ensure more regular and improved
increasing
PC
council cleaning of our roads
awareness,
Volunteers
¾ Provide contact information for
providing
removal of fly tipping waste
education and
¾ Increase awareness/ education
regular cleaning up
¾ Increase the volunteer litter picking
of litter
team and provide more support
¾ Provide more litter and dog bins
¾ Provide a twice yearly thorough
clean-up
¾ Review and monitor
Allotments
Find a way to
GPPSG
• Create an Allotment Society from
provision
provide allotment
MBC
volunteers to:
space for
PC
¾ Investigate feasibility of obtaining
interested
Volunteers
land
parishioners
Other sources of funding
¾ Investigate funding costs
¾ Manage allotments effectively and
tidily
¾ Work with relevant partners to
implement
¾ Review and monitor
Wildlife and
Protect and
GPPSG
• Approach wildlife organisations,
habitat:
improve gardens
MBC
gardening clubs and interested residents
Education and
wildlife and habitat PC
to:
gardening
by increasing
Cheshire Landscape Trust
¾ Collect, collate and make available
awareness and
(CLT)
existing information on wildlife in
providing
Cheshire Wildlife Trust
gardens and produce an information
guidance/
(CWT)
booklet
education
Other relevant conservation
¾ Work with relevant partners to
bodies
implement and demonstrate options
Other sources of funding
available to improve gardens for
wildlife
¾ Arrange local events
¾ Implement a wildlife and habitat
website with ideas and tips for
gardening
¾ Review and monitor
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Timescale
Short

Short/
Medium
Medium/
Long
Ongoing
Short

Ongoing
Short

Medium

Ongoing
Short

Ongoing

Primary Concern
Wildlife and
habitat:
Conservation

Renewable
energy

Protection of
green belt and
heritage

Possible
Solutions
Protect and
improve
conservation areas
in the parish

Find ways to
increase the use of
renewable energy
in the parish and
reduce our CO2
footprint by
becoming more
energy efficient

Protect and
improve the parish
appearance and
both farming and
historic heritage of
the parish

Leading Group/ Partners/
Funding Sources
GPPSG
MBC (Chris Hudson – Tree
conservation officer)
PC
CWT
Local farmers
School / youth groups
Other relevant conservation
bodies
Other sources of funding

GPPSG
MBC
PC
Other relevant schemes/
bodies/manufacturers of
systems etc

GPPSG
MBC (Conservation Officer)
PC
Historic Buildings Trust
English Heritage
Other relevant bodies
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Action

Timescale

• Create a Conservation Group from
volunteers to:
¾ Produce a parish survey identifying
issues/ needs
¾ Work with relevant partners to
produce proposals for conserving
and improving wildlife habitat
¾ Work with relevant partners to
implement as appropriate
¾ Arrange local events
¾ Implement a wildlife and habitat
website with ideas and tips for
conservation
¾ Review and monitor
• Create an Action Group from
volunteers to:
¾ Organise in-depth research and
discussions with major players and
experts in the field
¾ Organise an exhibition for residents
with posters, information booklets
and speakers: providing information
on costs, financial savings, and
efficacy of solutions for wind, solar
and geothermal.
¾ Research the design, and funding
costs of appropriate pilot scheme
using pensioner housing, village hall,
school or other suitable project(s)
¾ Secure permissions and funding
¾ Implement with relevant partners
¾ Review and monitor
• Create an Action Group from
volunteers to:
¾ Review existing heritage
conservation survey of the parish
¾ Conduct a further review and
establish dialogue with the relevant
authorities on heritage, conservation,
planning and future requirements of
the parish
¾ Undertake a Landscape and Parish
Design Statement
¾ Secure agreements and seek
implementation
¾ Review and monitor

Short

Medium
Medium/
Long

Ongoing
Short

Medium

Long

Ongoing
Short

Short/
Medium

Ongoing

Primary Concern
Household waste
and recycling

Possible
Solutions
Negotiate
improvement in the
service

Leading Group/ Partners/
Funding Sources
GPPSG
MBC Waste Management
Group
PC
Residents

Action

Timescale

•

Short

¾

¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
YOUNG PEOPLE
Provide more
events and
activities for
young people

Find ways to
provide more
events and
activities for young
people in the
parish

GPPSG
PC
Youth groups in other
areas
MBC
Local authority youth team
Scouts, Cubs, Girls Brigade
Representatives
Other sources of funding

•
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾

Provide a safe
sheltered
meeting point

Provide other
activities for
teenagers in the
park

Find and provide a
suitable safe
shelter for young
people to use in
the park area
Investigate and
provide suitable,
safe equipment for
the over 12 year
olds

GPPSG
PC
MBC
Gawsworth Park
Recreation Group (if funds
still available)
Other sources of funding
GPPSG
PC
MBC: Parks and
Recreation body
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•
¾
¾
¾
•

Create an Action Group from
volunteers who will:
Make proposals and seek agreement
from relevant authorities to provide
recycling bins for plastic and
aluminium
Ask for bigger bins for large families
Ask the waste management team to
turn green waste into compost for resale to the public
Educate the residents on efficient
waste management and recycling
Pass on residents’ wishes on
appearance and use of the landfill
site when it closes.
Review and monitor
Create a Young Persons’ Action
Group from volunteers and young
people who will:
Draw up ideas and requirements of
young people by consensus.
Organise local events/ activities
(youth club, table tennis)
Contact relevant bodies for ideas
and views
Contact local helpers (people with
regular teen contact)
Investigate the hire of a ‘Youth
Worker’
Investigate use of monies available
from John Upton Charity or an other
source
Review and monitor
Young Persons’ Action Group to:
Investigate shelter options
available and costs involved
Lobby relevant bodies for action
and funding
Review and monitor

Young Persons’ Action Group to:
Investigate and decide on the type
of equipment required
¾ Lobby PC for this further
equipment and funding
¾ Review and monitor
¾

Medium/
Long

Ongoing
Short

Short/ Medium

Short/ Medium

VOLUNTEERS WORKING HARD FOR RESIDENTS OF GAWSWORTH
Chairman: Noël Skelton
Deputy Chairpersons: Diane Koyich and Jon Wilson
Secretary: Carole Townshend
Treasurer: Brian Longson
Contact Information: Carole Townshend, Park Mount, Marton Lane, Gawsworth,
Nr Macclesfield, Cheshire SK11 9EU. Telephone 01260 224451
DISCUSSION GROUP LEADERS AND VOLUNTEERS
Community and Social Group
Group Leader: Wendy March - 01625 426621
Group volunteers: Andy Wightman, Rosalind Price, Ken Ratcliffe, John Gillett.
Transport, Highways, Minor roads, Lanes, Footpaths, Cycle ways, Bridleways Group
Group Leaders: Diane Koyich – 01625 612667 and Carole Townshend
Group volunteers: Bob Sayers, John Helm, Shirley Campbell, Caroline Nightingale,
Denis Newton, Mike Greenwood, Farouk Traboulski.
Conservation, Greenbelt, Wildlife, Environment and Sites of Special Scientific
Interest Group
Group Leader: Jon Wilson – 01625 424878
Group volunteers: Andrew Taylor, Hilda Bowler, Rupert Richards, Rosemary Brown, Lesley
Smetham, Carole Townshend
Young People Group
Group Leaders: Dennis Newton – 01625 423987 and Tom Aindow – 01625 427932
Group volunteers: Karen Spandley, Helen Bayley, Elaine Downes, Jenny McGill, William
Nixon.
Other Steering Group Members
Sheila Bishop (Methodist Chapel)
Peter Briercliffe and Neil Phillips (Parish Council)
Debby Morris (School)
Bishop William Pwaisiho (St James Church)
Mike Greenwood (Statistician)
John Nettleton
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